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Smiraglia’s citation	of	one	of	Panizzi’s works	(Smiraglia 2001	page	139):
Panizzi,	Antonio.		[1841]	1985.		Rules	for	the	compilation	of	the	
catalogue.		In	Foundations	of	descriptive	cataloging, ed.	by	Michael	
Carpenter	and	Elaine	Svenonius,	3-14.		Littleton,	Colo.:	Libraries	
Unlimited.
The	Fritzes’	Work	Level	Record	Repeated
The	Fritzes’	Expression	Level	Record	Repeated
Final	Musing:	
Bibliographic	Taxonomy
A	Taxonomic	Sketch	of	Dogs	and	a	Few	of	Their	Relatives
From	the	Animal	Diversity	Web
(https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/Canis/classification/)	
(It	continues	down	from	
vertebrates.	This	screenshot	just	
shows	the	top	part	of	this	web	
page.)
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